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“As a small business owner who just incorporated his business right 
around the start of the pandemic, the COVID support programs were 
hard to navigate. Most of the funding and support programs seem not 
to be applicable to my particular situation and as you can imagine quite 
demotivating because help was definitely needed. Luckily, my Program 
Advisor looked into my specific case and found the right people to contact. 
Recently I received funding to carry the business through the coming 
season and on top of that got the support of a Marketing Expert to help in 
the promotion of my business. I strongly recommend every tourism business 
to get in contact with the Tourism Resiliency Program; if there is support 
for you they find it! Thank you Tourism Vancouver Island for organizing and 
supporting this great initiative.”

 NANAIMO STAKEHOLDER

“VICTRP has been extremely beneficial for businesses such as mine. It 
has been so confusing with all of the financial programs, information and 
guidelines for COVID safety. You always put the information together and 
help it all make sense. As a small business at times I felt helpless and 
scared, but we have been able to get this far with all of your help. We have 
appreciated all the calls, emails and prompt responses. From our discussion 
about finances and your suggestion to apply for a financial grant, it was only 
two weeks time between your recommendation and us having the money in 
our bank account. This will help carry us through this summer and possibly 
into next year. Without you, I would likely not have applied.”

 COMOX VALLEY STAKEHOLDER

On April 6, 2020, Tourism Vancouver Island initiated and 
launched the Vancouver Island Coastal Tourism Resiliency 
Program (VICTRP) funded in partnership with Island Coastal 
Economic Trust (ICET) for tourism businesses on Vancouver 
Island, the Gulf Islands and the Sunshine Coast. With the support 
of Western Economic Diversification Canada, the program has 
since expanded to all of British Columbia’s regional Destination 
Management Organizations. The Tourism Resiliency Network is a 
long-term resiliency program providing BC tourism businesses 
with meaningful, one-on-one support to navigate the impact of the 
COVID-19 pandemic, adapt and work towards eventual recovery. It 
includes two program components:

Client Care 
• Tourism businesses are paired with a Program Advisor who 

will provide hands-on guidance through their entire journey to 
long-term resiliency. 

• Following a needs assessment consultation, Program Advisors 
facilitate customized support for each business, including 
navigating available federal and provincial aid. 

• For the Vancouver Island Coastal Tourism Resiliency Program, 
this customized client care also includes  collaborative 
learning opportunities and resources, and complimentary 
access to local Program Experts in finance, marketing, 
business strategy, reputation management, digital services, 
health and safety and human resources, and collaborative 
learning opportunities and resources. 

Digital Resource Hub 
• www.tourismresiliency.ca will provide regular webinars, 

information bulletins and additional resources specific to the 
needs of BC tourism businesses.

 CHATEAU WOLFF WINERY
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In its first year, VICTRP has supported over 440 
businesses, with 33 Indigenous-owned businesses 
registered, 88 women-owned businesses registered, 
and 1 youth-owned business. 

Program Advisors had an average 20 interactions 
per business, and registered owners and operators 
participated in over 439 hours of one-on-one 
expert meetings.

441 STAKEHOLDERS
REGISTERED 
as of March 31, 2021

REGISTERED BUSINESSES BY SUB-REGION

Greater Victoria: 53
Sooke to Port Renfrew: 23
Cowichan Valley: 36
Nanaimo: 45
Parksville/Qualicum Beach: 18
Tofino & Ucluelet: 61
Port Alberni: 10
Comox Valley: 51

Campbell River/Tahsis
Gold River: 30
North of Sayward: 40
Southern Gulf Islands: 26
Northern Gulf Islands: 8
Discovery Islands Group: 12
Sunshine Coast: 23
Unspecified: 5 (outside of the 
communities listed above)

“Tourism was an industry that was already all about collaboration and the 
support we’ve received through the tourism resiliency program has only 
enhanced this statement. One of our biggest “wins” was collaborating with 
other marine operators after a VICTRP Community Forum. We gathered 
many stakeholders, including whale watching and bear viewing operators, 
kayaking guides and fishermen, and created a master document as a safety 
blueprint for reopening marine-based activities.”

  VICTORIA STAKEHOLDER

“VICTRP has been extremely beneficial for businesses such as mine. It 
has been so confusing with all of the financial programs, information and 
guidelines for COVID safety. You always put the information together and 
help it all make sense. As a small business at times I felt helpless and 
scared, but we have been able to get this far with all of your help. We have 
appreciated all the calls, emails and prompt responses. From our discussion 
about finances and your suggestion to apply for a financial grant, it was only 
two weeks time between your recommendation and us having the money in 
our bank account. This will help carry us through this summer and possibly 
into next year. Without you, I would likely not have applied.”

 COMOX VALLEY STAKEHOLDER
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“The last 365 days have been some of the most difficult days for the tourism 
industry, with all those involved being thrown into a constant state of 
uncertainty. This year has challenged business owners and operators on so 
many levels and has resulted in industry-wide financial hardship and stress. 
Resilience is difficult, at the best of times. Throw in a pandemic, and even the 
idea of resilience can seem impossible. VICTRP has helped make tourism 
business resilience once again possible. With the support from this program, 
businesses have been able to position themselves to not only survive 
COVID-19, but to adapt and be better prepared to thrive in the wake of it. 
 
As Program Advisors, we have been facilitators of support. As such, we 
play the parts of the objective listener, the coach, the team-member and 
the cheerleader, based on individual business needs. We have forged 
relationships and built trust with business owners; we have celebrated their 
wins and have provided support through their continued hardships and 
losses. We have helped businesses find a way forward by providing hands-
on, personalized support and connecting them to additional resources. By 
doing so, the VICTRP team has been able to help businesses overcome a 
vast number of unique challenges over the past year. 
 
I feel that the true success of this program is not something that numbers 
alone can show. The non-quantifiable impacts of VICTRP are aspects that 
matter equally, if not more. We can count the number of support plans 
delivered or the number of grant/loan program recommendations that were 
made, but the support that this program has offered has gone much further. 
VICTRP has provided business owners with the comfort of knowing they have 
someone in their corner. I have been told by business owners that even the 
stress relief alone that the program has provided has been crucial to the 
survival of their business. 
 
Together, with Lauren at the lead, the VICTRP team has been able to help 
facilitate and accelerate tourism business recovery and resilience. I am 
proud to have been a part of a team where compassion, resourcefulness, 
collaboration, adaptability, and the desire to effect positive change have 
been the driving forces. I hope that continued support from VICTRP is 
something that tourism businesses can count on, as we continue to navigate 
the effects of COVID-19.”

MOIRA PATOUREL -  VICTRP PROGRAM ADVISOR

Program Advisors
 
As of March 31, 2021, there were eight dedicated Program Advisors 
consisting of Jolleen Dick, Karyn Doerkson, Kenzie Knight, Laurel 
Sliskovic, Moira Le Patourel, Roberto Donoghue, Sean Thompson, and 
Suzanne Hedges. Previous Program Advisors involved in the program 
included Amy Badgley, Andrea Wickham-Foxwell, Dana Wacker, Darsey 
Batchelor, Dino Tsembelis, Nicole Yamamoto, and Ryan Painter. The team 
is lead by Program Manager Lauren Semple, with the administrative 
support of Lana Cheong. 

Together, they delivered over 315 personalized support plans to 
Vancouver Island and Coastal tourism businesses.

“The last year has cast a lot of changes for our tourism industry in ways we 
could never have imagined. The pandemic has provided us an opportunity 
to come together as a unified voice to advocate, discover and dig to find 
resilient solutions. This experience has changed us all, in a very vulnerable 
time. The amount of perseverance, growth and determination I have seen 
with the businesses in the VICTRP program has been an inspiration I will 
carry with me for life. There is no other program that provides one-on-one 
connection with businesses to allow them space to process next steps and 
sometimes just support their fears and elevate their dreams. I am grateful 
for the incredible resilient people I have built relationships with during this 
and the bond the PAs have created to hold each other up in some really 
difficult daily encounters. Some days it’s just one foot in front of the other for 
this industry, but we are taking the steps and we are doing it together within 
the Resiliency Program. We have become a family more than ever and we 
belong to something very impactful and meaningful.”

SUZANNE HEDGES – VICTRP PROGRAM ADVISOR 

 BEACH FIRE BREWING
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Experts
One of the most utilized components of the Vancouver Island Coastal 
Tourism Resiliency Program was complimentary, one-on-one meetings with 
our 18 Program Experts in their fields of expertise.

We sincerely thank the following professionals for completing 434 
meetings with tourism businesses over the past year:

FINANCE: Leif Bogwald, Vancouver Island Expeditions, and Raf Korkowski,  
Rafkor Enterprises 

HUMAN RESOURCES: Sara Bauer and Kim Osborne, Chemistry Consulting 

BUSINESS STRATEGY: James Terry, James Terry Inc.  

MARKETING: Amanda Kooy and Geoff Brinkhaus 

REPUTATION MANAGEMENT/PR: Deirdre Campbell, Beattie Tartan 

HOTEL OPERATIONS: Theresa Ito, Blue Mountain Solutions 

FOOD & BEVERAGE OPERATIONS: Takashi Ito, Blue Mountain Solutions 

SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS PRACTICES: Kayli Anderson, Synergy Enterprises 

INDIGENOUS TOURISM: Cathy Holler, Blue Ice Communications 

DIGITAL SERVICES: Lys Glassford, MyDigitalPresence.Coach 

HEALTH & SAFETY/HR: Ginger Brunner, Stephanie Mallalieu, Ellen Lymer 
and Arun Subramanian, go2HR  
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT: Calian Ltd.

“By far one of the most rewarding things I have done during COVID is be 
an expert for VICTRP. I have been able to connect with dozens of small 
businesses, listen to their stories and concerns, and provide them with 
practical advice. Many of their instincts are bang on, they just need to hear 
from an ‘expert’ that they are on track. Now more than ever collaboration 
is so important and being able to connect many businesses to resources 
and additional support is so important. Many businesses just need the 
encouragement to communicate now more than ever and reach out to their 
industry for support. In my experience no other time has provided us with 
this opportunity to work together towards recovery. I am proud of the way I 
have been able to help.”

DEIRDRE CAMPBELL,  REPUTATION MANAGEMENT PROGRAM EXPERT

“Working with the Tourism Resiliency Program was the shining ray of light 
I needed in a year that presented untold challenges. First and foremost 
was our amazing team, headed by the persistent, positive, and undaunted 
Lauren Semple. The team of Program Advisors was laser focused on 
supporting and assisting tourism operators from all corners of the island 
and they came to the work with big hearts and determination to squeeze 
every last drop of opportunity out of the COVID-19 crisis for our stakeholders 
and clients.
 
Front and center for me in this work was remembering the real people who 
were impacted by the staggering and unforetold knock-on challenges that 
the COVID-19 crisis was going through (and still is) in the tourism sector. 
What really stuck out for me in all of this was the focus of operators on staff 
and the broader community impacts of reduced tourism and travelling, key 
drivers of economic activity for so many on our island. The care and concern 
that emanated from my individual stakeholders made me want to fight that 
much harder to support them, because I knew they were supporting staff 
and entire communities to stay afloat.
 
In a year that brought untold heartache and pain to so many, it was truly 
a pleasure and a joy to engage with the caring and generous team with 
the VICTRP. Compassion is what we are all about, and I know the team 
continues to push to support their stakeholders specifically, and our island 
more generally, so we can get back on our feet stronger than ever. I will 
carry 2020 with me for a long time thanks to the amazing team of PA’s and 
outstanding leadership from Lauren to dig deep and problem solve for the 
Vancouver Island Tourism industry.”

RYAN PAINTER - VICTRP PROGRAM ADVISOR 

 PRINCE OF WHALES
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“Being a part of the tourism resiliency program was one of the most 
challenging and rewarding experiences of my marketing career. COVID-19 
created unforeseeable challenges for tourism businesses not only on 
Vancouver Island, but across the world and this program allowed me to 
share knowledge with businesses at a time when they really needed it. 
It was heartbreaking to hear in detail the reality of the challenges so many 
businesses faced. However, they were unbelievably grateful for someone to 
hear them – and to brainstorm ways to reach an entirely new, local, audience 
with their offering. Often one meeting wasn’t enough and we’d have a follow-
up call or exchange emails in the weeks that followed on other marketing 
ideas or directions they could go in. These businesses are so passionate and 
so invested in finding solutions. 

I recall working with one company who had a really great, ‘feel good’ story 
to tell (but was hesitant to bring it forward). I strongly encouraged them 
to pitch it to local media. It was a nice story to tell, it would help raise more 
awareness of their company. A few weeks later they were on Chek News 
doing an interview. It was a very rewarding moment and a highlight of the 
program for me. 

Perhaps more than anything, the resiliency program gave me a brand new 
perspective on the tourism industry and the people who make it so amazing. 
Many of these businesses consist of one or two people wearing the hats of 
10 people. Even in a normal year they work really damn hard to create an 
immersive tourism experience. I’m so grateful to all of them for playing a role 
in creating the vibrant tourism economy that exists on Vancouver Island.” 

AMANDA KOOY, MARKETING PROGRAM EXPERT

“I have been so pleased to hear many positive comments from the many 
businesses I have been asked to contact. In many cases it begins with 
how grateful they are that the Tourism Vancouver Island Resiliency 
Program exists and how pleased they are with the assistance, support and 
understanding they have received from their first contact at TVI. In many 
circumstances, the greatest comfort is being able to talk through their 
thoughts, ideas and strategies for surviving/recovering and knowing that 
they are on the right track. Obviously where we have been able to provide 
ideas and suggestions they had not considered there is even more positive 
reaction. I have always offered up that one session does not have to be the 
end of our connection. They have my email address and phone number and 
are welcome to connect if they have further matters to discuss. I have been 
pleased how many businesses have taken me up on this offer.

Generally, I have been pleased to hear the well thought out plans already 
in place. I commend anyone approaching VICTRP for taking the initiative to 
seek all the help available. The program has made the participants realize 
that there are resources prepared to help and support them through these 
challenging times – they are not alone.

I have hugely enjoyed and benefited from reaching out to all the 
participants. I have enjoyed over 50 years in this most wonderful industry, 
and the opportunity to give back, through support and experience and 
encouragement has been most rewarding; doing my part, no matter how 
small, to help the industry to survive and recover is reward enough.”

JAMES TERRY, BUSINESS STRATEGIST

 KWA’LILAS HOTEL
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“You were real support because I actually could talk to you and ask 
questions, it was not “out of the box” but individual for my case. Thank 
you so much!”

 PORT MCNEILL STAKEHOLDER

The Digital Services Program has been an engine driving stakeholders 
towards greater presence in the digital market, and will be expanded to 
move tourism operators through three phases of digital sophistication 
and competitiveness in the Global Marketplace: Presence (be “found” 
online by potential consumers) - Purchase (enable a visitor to make and 
pay for a booking/service or product online thus digitally transforming 
leads to sales through convenience) - Promote (utilizing website 
analytics, digital advertising and strategic content creation to drive traffic 
and convert leads).

“Lys was awesome... pointed out things to fix on my Facebook and reminded 
me about putting on a video on my Facebook page. Within a day of doing 
that, some woman was randomly scrolling on FB, didn’t know about me, but 
saw the video and is booking 6-8 people for a tour!!”

 OCEANSIDE STAKEHOLDER

“I really felt supported with the individualized one on one mentoring that 
specifically addressed the needs of how to grow & expand in areas of my 
business. Gave me assurance Thank-you. It’s a wonderful service, I hope to 
see it continue.”

 UCLUELET STAKEHOLDER

Digital Service Team
Registrants of the Vancouver Island Coastal Tourism Resiliency Network 
have asked for assistance with building foundational digital marketing skills 
and assets so that they may be competitive in the ‘new’ tourism market. 
Business owners expressed a need for assistance and support for activities 
like: accessing and posting or making changes to their websites, creating 
a social media account on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter or YouTube, 
and creating or editing a business listing on the Google My Business 
and Tripadvisor platforms. The Digital Services Program was created to 
address this need through one-to-one coaching and services to registered 
businesses in the Vancouver Island Coastal Tourism Resiliency Program.

“Lys was extremely helpful auditing my site and making the issues with it 
understandable. The follow up video and stop light audit report make it feel 
possible to implement the suggested changes.”

 NORTH SAANICH STAKEHOLDER

46 29 29

98.5%

BUSINESSES TOOK 
ADVANTAGE OF 81 

PACKAGES

SOCIAL MEDIA 
ACCOUNTS CREATED 

AND OPTIMIZED

BUSINESS LISTINGS 
CREATED AND 

OPTIMIZED

NET PROMOTER 
SCORE

5
COVID SAFETY PLANS 
ADDED TO BUSINESS 

WEBSITES

18
WEBSITE WALKTHROUGHS 
AND COACHING SESSIONS 

COMPLETED

 ADVENTURE QUEST TOURS
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“I just want to thank you again and all the people of the Tourism Resilience 
Network. I would not have made it so far without your support and honestly, 
without having a real person helping me, I would have thrown in the towel by 
now. What you guys do is REAL HELP. I hope you continue helping me till this 
is all over.” 

 PORT MCNEILL STAKEHOLDER

Community Forums
Program participants that own/operate businesses within the following 
sectors, were invited to participate in focussed community forums. Topics 
of discussion included liquidity and cash flow forecasts, reviewing COVID-19 
health & safety procedures, business strategy, planning for off-season 
resilience, and staffing concerns. Participants were invited to speak and 
share their experiences in a supportive environment of collaboration and 
problem solving.

“Thank you for all your help over the past several weeks! I really couldn’t 
have done this without you and the support you were able to connect me 
with. I really appreciate it!” 

 SALT SPRING ISLAND STAKEHOLDER

• Marine Operators 
• Food & Beverage 
• Outdoor Guides
• Tour Operators
• RV & Campgrounds

• Bed & Breakfasts
• Accommodations
• Arts & Culture Operators
• Indigenous-Owned Businesses

A Digital Hub to Call Home
Tourism Vancouver Island took the lead on building, and updating, a digital 
hub for the BC Tourism Resiliency Network, including the Vancouver Island 
Coastal Tourism Resiliency Program, at TourismResiliency.ca. This online 
home base for the program houses a number of resources, registration, 
research, webinars, stories of resilience, Ideas Labs and more.

TOP PAGES

Webinars

Regions

Reports

Ideas Labs

18,870 58,393 587
USERS PAGE VIEWS YOUTUBE WEBINAR VIEWS

 SPIRIT OF THE WEST ADVENTURES
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Ideas Labs
From November 2020 to March 2021, the BC Tourism Resiliency Network, 
including the Vancouver Island Coastal Tourism Resiliency Program, together 
with the Tourism Café, offered a series of Ideas Labs to engage tourism 
businesses in peer-to-peer discussions to generate ideas and solutions to 
shared challenges around topics selected by operators themselves:

• Welcome Signals: Creating Consumer Confidence through Experience 
Design and Communications 

• Appealing to and Engaging with Regional and BC Travel Markets 

• Human Realities and Human Resources: Supporting Your Staff During 
COVID-19 

• Reimagine Your Assets: Looking at your Product Differently for New 
Revenue Opportunities 

• Leveraging Technology to Pivot Your Business 

• Cultivating Customer Loyalty: A Visitor’s Lens 

• Evolving the Meetings & Events Experience 

• Business Model Innovation for a Sustainable Future 

• Building Back Better: Contributing to a Better Future for Tourism

“It’s been wonderful to have five regions within the BC Regional Tourism 
Secretariat collaboratively invest in a new, engaging online learning program 
that attracted 282 tourism professionals and funded 10 businesses in the 
delivery of 30 Ideas Labs between November and March. Ideas Labs were 
designed as part of the COVID-19 recovery to support small group peer-to-
peer discussions, incubate ideas, share insights and find support in an online 
community. The legacy elements include 9 summary documents, 2 case 
studies and many lessons learned in creating engaging online engagement. 
It was terrific leading this initiative, as part of our company’s COVID-19 
recovery with our partner PJ Osler and Associates.”

NANCY ARSENAULT & LESLEY ANDERSON, TOURISM CAFE CANADA

30 events 166 attendees

VICTRP Webinars 
Over 290 viewers participated in the first Vancouver Island Coastal Tourism 
Resiliency Program introductory webinar on April 9, 2020. Since then, the 
BC Tourism Resiliency Network has hosted 11 webinars for 1,497 viewers on 
the following topics: 

Our Program Experts Answer Your 
Finance & HR Questions (APRIL 2020) 

Reputation Management (MAY 2020) 

How to use the CEWS Calculator 
(MAY 2020) 
Return to Work: Employment Law 
& COVID-19 (MAY 2020) 
WorkSafeBC Health & Safety 
Guidelines (MAY 2020) 
HR Considerations for an Effective 
Return to Work (JUNE 2020) 
Shopify Presents: Offline to Online 
(JUNE 2020) 

Cash Flow Strategies & 
Government Incentives: How the 
Tourism Industry Can Prepare 
(JUNE 2020) 
Planning for the Future of 
Restaurants (DECEMBER 2020) 
Risk Assessments & Business 
Continuity Plans with Calian (JULY 

2020) 
BC Business Recovery Grant 
Program Explained (MARCH 2021)

Click Here to Read the
40 Knots Winery Case Study

https://tourismresiliency.ca/app/uploads/2021/04/40KnotsCaseStudy-Final.pdf
https://tourismresiliency.ca/app/uploads/2021/04/40KnotsCaseStudy-Final.pdf
https://tourismresiliency.ca/app/uploads/2021/04/40KnotsCaseStudy-Final.pdf


The BC Tourism Resiliency Network was made possible thanks to the 
funding support of Island Coastal Economic Trust and Western Economic 
Diversification Canada. 

http://www.gc.ca
http://www.wd-deo.gc.ca

